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ABSTRACT
MODEST, a modeling language designed for stochastic
timed and probabilistic systems with support for complex
continuous aspects, provides users with a wide variety of
tools at their disposal for the purpose of quantitative eval-
uations and modeling. Nevertheless, a caveat of the lan-
guage is that structural model parameters (SMP) is not
yet supported. SMP refers to the parameters that struc-
turally alter the symbolic semantics of the automata gen-
erated from the parsed model. An instance of the con-
sequence of such a feature’s absence is the inability to
flexibly initialize a process in a parallel composition a cer-
tain number of times with respect to a constant or model
parameter. The contribution of this paper is the design
of an extension to MODEST’s syntax that facilitates the
feature addressing this issue. The design is accompanied
by a viability study that is in the form of a the design’s
prototype along with its performance on existing models.

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
MODEST [26] is a modeling language that is accepted
by the integrated quantitative modeling and verification
environment that is the MODEST Toolset [27]. It is a
high-level textual modeling language with expressive pro-
gramming language-like syntax to produce compact mod-
els. MODEST supports model parameters, which are con-
stants whose values are specified by users at tool runtime.
However, what it did not yet support was structural model
parameters (SMP). For example, before this work, it was
not possible that a process is called the exact same number
of times as the value that is given as a model parameter.

For a set of tools meant to be used repeatedly to observe
behaviours of different models with different configura-
tions, the absence of such a feature is very troublesome
for the user. Problems from this are as follows:

• Users would need to frequently open the MODEST
file and manually add or delete statements for model
checks with different configurations. Alternatively,
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they would need several files for this, which would
require them to edit all files for any changes.
• Users are prone to make mistakes as they would need

to precisely count the number of repeated declara-
tions and statements written.

Listing 1 shows a more comprehensible example of this is-
sue. It was not possible that instances of :: Host() in Line
59 automatically corresponds to the constant declared in
Line 8. Either multiple files needed to be written for dif-
ferent values of H, or the user needed to frequently up-
date H and the Host() process calls for different configu-
rations of the model. If H is not given a value in the file,
then its value depends on the specified model parameters.
Checking the model via the command line with arguments
modest mcsta beb.modest -E "H=3" utilizes model parame-
ters to give H the value 3. In either case, the syntax ex-
tension presented in this paper allows for the number of
:: Host() instances to correspond automatically to H.

8 const int H = 3; // number of hosts (must
correspond to the number
of Host() instantiations
in the global composition)

... ...
59 par { :: Clock() :: Host() :: Host() ::Host() }

Listing 1: Part of an Existing Model: beb.modest

Several research questions are present in this paper to as-
sist in the design of an extension that provides MODEST
with this missing functionality. They are as follows:

• Research Question 1: What design would be appro-
priate for a syntax extension that facilitates SMP for
the usage by those who frequently use the modeling
language?
• Research Question 2: Could the designed syntax struc-

ture be integrated into MODEST? If so, how?
• Research Question 3: What kind of models can be

improved from the addition of this syntax? What
are the limitations of the syntax extension?

The above research questions reflect the approach that the
research this paper details took. Firstly, a design was de-
vised based on a set of requirements. Secondly, the chosen
design was implemented to provide a proof of concept of
how it could work in the language and give insight towards
its viability. Finally, existing models were examined and
modified to highlight how the extension aids in their im-
provement along with any possible impediments.

This paper records the research done in the design pro-
cess of the syntax extension. Section 2 discusses the back-
ground information of the domain that is frequently re-
ferred to by the paper. The chapter following then presents
the chosen requirements that the design ought to satisfy.
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The design itself and methodologies on its formation are
examined in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 convey the viabil-
ity of the design and the conclusions of the research done,
respectively.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 Modeling Languages
The development of modeling languages and their tools is
fueled by embedded software [37]. Embedded software’s
key role is the interaction with the physical world. Other
than its functional properties, nonfunctional ones — such
as resource usage and robustness — are therefore just as
relevant. Failure in recognizing this principle can be costly.
The ignorance of error rates of implantable cardioverter-
defibrillators, for example, may even be lethal [20].

Model checking [15] is a technique for determining if a
system’s finite-state model meets a set of requirements.
This is most often associated with the previously men-
tioned embedded systems where the specification includes
both liveness and safety criteria [5]. Given these defini-
tions, the use of modeling languages gives their users their
much-needed insight into quantitative properties that are
of great consequence for such frequently complex embed-
ded systems.

2.2 MODEST
2.2.1 More on MODEST

As mentioned in Section 1, MODEST is one of the afore-
mentioned modeling languages. The MODEST Toolset is
based on a single overarching semantic model: networks
of stochastic hybrid automata (NSHA) [13, 18], which are
collections of asynchronous automata that can communi-
cate via shared actions and global variables.

In a variety of applications, the absence of randomness
makes accurate modeling and analysis difficult, requiring a
probabilistic system [39]. On the other hand, discrete state
changes and continually varying quantities are combined
in a hybrid system [31, 6]. MODEST shines in not only
providing the combination of both systems, but also in the
location where randomization is introduced. Probability
distributions across mode leaps might be used to replace
deterministic mode transitions. In some cases, stochastic
differential equations can be used to substitute differen-
tial equations that describe the development of continuous
variables within a mode.

MODEST’s semantics are split into two parts: a symbolic
semantics based on NSHA, and a concrete semantics based
on nondeterministic labelled Markov processes (NLMP)
[17]. The former entails converting a process’s process
calculus constructs into an NSHA. The components of the
model that aren’t connected to process-calculus-based def-
initions, like model variables or assignments, will be kept
in symbolic form. The latter provides meaning those def-
initions and also determines the MODEST specification’s
continuous behavior.

Writing multiple MODEST files or changing one file ev-
ery time a different configuration is required is not ideal, as
mentioned in Section 1. Nonetheless, a possible workaround
for this feature — albeit only solving process calls in par

constructs — was to do recursive calls to some processes
which aims to achieve the same effect. Listing 2 shows
an example that is identical to the code snippet in Listing
1. Evidently, it is still cumbersome for the user to create
such processes every time a scalable construct is required.
As seen in Listing 2, the process ParHost specifically calls
the Host process only, requiring similar processes for the

scaling calls of other processes, increasing the chances of
human error.

8 const int H = 3;
... ...
59 process ParHost(int i) {
60 alt {
61 :: when(i == 1) Host()
62 :: par { :: Host() :: ParHost(i - 1) }
63 }
64 }
65 par { :: Clock() :: ParHost(H) }

Listing 2: A Workaround for Scaling Process Calling

Moreover, it is often desirable to be able to process a model
with different configurations consecutively. With SMP, it
would be possible check the model in Listing 1 with dif-
ferent configurations by model parameterizing H and using
the command modest mcsta beb.modest -E "H=3" -E "H=4".
This would consecutively check the model each with the
different model parameter for H provided.

2.2.2 Structural Model Parameters
With model parameters, constants in the model can be
specified when the tool is requested via the command line.
It is able to change concrete semantics via its values, as
with constants and variables. SMP, on the other hand, are
parameters that could change the structure of the symbolic
automata of the model. Therefore, SMP refers to param-
eters that, when changed, affects the structure of the gen-
erated NSHA of the symbolic semantics. In this context,
this is done by the number of alternatives created, or by
the determination of the actions done.

For the model in Listing 1, MODEST generates three sep-
arate automata for each Host() process. With the addition
of SMP, however, the number of times Host() is written
can be synchronized corresponding to some value. Alter-
ing that value also alters the number of times Host() is
called in the par block, causing the structure of the au-
tomata to change as well, namely because of the number
of Host() automata present. Additionally, SMP also allows
for the denotation of such alterations in a much more intu-
itive manner, unlike the workaround previously presented.
Other constructs that mainly suffered from this problem
include alt, do, palt, property, and action (explained in
Section 2.2.3).

2.2.3 The MODEST Language
A MODEST specification consists of a sequence of decla-
rations and a process behaviour. Declarations are where
users declare the existence of constants, variables, prop-
erties, processes, exceptions, and actions. A process be-
haviour is a statement users write that utilizes the decla-
rations made to behave in the ways the users intend. The
partial grammar relevant for this paper is as follows:

dcl ::= property id = PropExp; |
[patient | impatient | binary | broadcast]
action id (, id)∗; |
. . .

P ::= alt { ::P1 . . . ::Pk } | par { ::P1 . . . ::Pk } |
do { ::P1 . . . ::Pk } | extend {act1 . . . actk} {P} |
relabel {act1 . . . actk} by {act1 . . . actk} {P} |
palt { :w1: asgn1; P1 . . . :wk: asgnk; Pk } |
. . .
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dcl depicts a declaration and P represents a process. Prop-
Exp is the expression exclusive for properties. act refers to
actions, in the form of their identifiers specified in a pro-
cess’ declarations. id signifies a string used as an identifier.
w represents an arithmetic expression. Finally, asgni are
type-consistent assignments of the form

{= xi = ei, ..., xk = ek =}

where x constitutes a variable and e an expression. A
more detailed description of the language and grammar is
mentioned here [26].

As mentioned in previous sections, the constructs relevant
in this paper are those with keywords alt, par, do, palt,
property, and action. Their purposes are as follows:

• alt: the specification of nondeterministic choices be-
tween different behaviours (alternatives).
• par: the specification of behaviours (alternatives) to

execute concurrently, possibly synchronising on cer-
tain actions.
• do: a variant of alt that restarts from the beginning

when the chosen behaviours (alternatives) terminate
successfully.
• palt: assigns weights to process behaviours, resulting

in a probabilistic choice (probabilistic alternatives).
• property: the declaration of a property that the model

specification should to satisfy.
• action: performs an action and then terminates. Could

be referenced to be relabeled, extended, or restricted
(more on [26]).

2.2.4 The Compiler
The front-end of the compiler consists of a scanner, lexer,
and parser and create an intermediate representation of
the model that is utilized in the next parts of the compiler.
The scanner reads the string that represents the model,
and the lexer converts them into tokens that the recursive
descent parser [7] uses to create the intermediate repre-
sentation. The intermediate representation is represented
by an abstract syntax tree called ProcessSymbol (PS).

The parser utilizes the PS to store the declarations and
behaviours that it detects that conform to a grammar.
Each type of declaration has its own class and its own list
in the PS object. Each type of behaviour also has its own
class that inherits the abstract class Construct. In other
words, a behaviour is represented by a Construct in a PS.

After the parsing step finishes, the resulting PS is passed
onto the next part of the compiler which includes opti-
mization — simplifying the PS as much as it can. The op-
timization includes replacing expressions without variables
with their resulting values and assigning the correspond-
ing values to the parsed constant symbols ConstantSymbol

in expressions. Additionally, a binding is also done that
binds model parameters declared at tool runtime to their
corresponding constants.

After all optimizations and transformations of the PS are
done, the intermediate representation is then transformed
into an NSHA. Each behaviour has its own formal defini-
tion of its behavioural semantics in the automata, which
reflect the behaviour of these graphs accordingly.

2.3 Related Work
Promela [32] has a syntax whose semantics behave very
identical to that of the functionality this paper discusses.
Its for keyword works similarly to the feature this pa-
per intends to facilitate. However, PRISM [35] and JANI
[10] still lack this feature. This is evident in that prob-
lematic PRISM models from the Quantitative Verification

Benchmark Set (QVBS) [30] require multiple files for dif-
ferent configurations in its original language. Similarly,
MODEST models translated into JANI also result in mul-
tiple files. A thorough investigation into LOTOS’, LNT’s
[21], and mCRL2’s [23] documentation also suggests the
absence such a feature. UPPAAL [9] possesses a partial
availability of the feature. While it has the conventional
and yet convenient for keyword which acts similar to con-
ventional for-loops, it lacks functionalities that allow for
scalable system declarations. To declare their templates
(UPPAAL’s version of MODEST’s processes) and proper-
ties, users still need to declare each one independently.

On parameterization, recent work [29] has been done with
MODEST on Parametric Probabilistic Timed Automata
(pPTA) — extending PTA [36, 22] — where the proba-
bilities of some events are unknown and are expressed as
polynomials over a finite set of parameters. Another study
[14] examines how to describe configurable probabilistic
systems using families of Markov chains (MCs) [33]. It in-
troduces an abstraction-refinement scheme over the MDP
representation. The abstraction loses track of which mem-
ber of the family the MDP affects. Every attainable state
of a family member has a single representative in the re-
sulting quotient MDP. The possibility of different topolo-
gies among family members extends beyond the class of
parametric MCs examined in parameter synthesis [40] and
model repair [8].

3. REQUIREMENTS
This section discusses the properties that the extension
should ideally possess.

3.1 Flexibility
The SMP problem exists for several constructs in the MOD-
EST language. Therefore, the ideal extension is one whose
syntax covers all constructs that possess the SMP issue.
It is not desirable to have solutions that are rigid in na-
ture to their specific constructs or use cases. Preferably,
the syntax ought to be flexible and could determine its se-
mantics depending on when and where the syntax is used.
This is such that “it avoids distinguishing between differ-
ent problem domain concepts” [1].

3.2 Convenience
The syntax also ought to posses properties that contribute
in convenience. It should be that using the new feature is
not incommodious, which is exactly what the syntax ex-
tension aims to prevent. Additionally, the syntax should
also be designed in an comprehensible fashion that con-
tributes to readability. Readability allows for the conve-
nience of users to understand the code in a more familiar
way, and thus, more understandable way [2].

3.3 Conformity
Different languages have different syntax styles. Therefore
it is also important that the designed syntax conforms to
MODEST’s language style. This includes aspects such as
the keywords and symbols used, the structure, and the
notation of the expressions.

4. DEVISED DESIGN
4.1 Methodology
The designing step of the extension consisted of the draft-
ing of a few grammar extension options and review of the
draft designs from the relevant parties. Design drafts were
compiled with their own syntax structure, keywords used,
and each with their own perks. Albeit, each of the different
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drafts were not necessarily mutually exclusive. The com-
bination of different designs were used in the final design.
Some were also used simply as feedback on how the final
design should be. Different designs were separated into
different drafts such that the discussions of the properties
of each could be done separately.

4.2 The Design
The finalized syntax design — extending the grammar
from Section 2.2.3 and only including rules that have been
altered — is as follows:

dcl ::= forFH {FD1 . . . FDk} |
. . .

FD ::= property id [[Expr]] = PropExp |
[patient | impatient | binary | broadcast]
action id [[Expr]] (, id [[Expr]])∗;

P ::= alt [FH ] { alt1 . . . altk } | do [FH ] { alt1 . . . altk } |
par [FH ] { alt1 . . . altk } | forFH {P } |
palt [FH ] {walt1 . . . waltk } |
. . .

FH ::= (id : Const .. Const)

alt ::= ::P | forFH { alt1 . . . altk }
walt ::= :w: asgn; P | forFH {walt1 . . . waltk }

The main theme of the design is the use of the keyword
for for areas in the language that lack an iterative con-
struct and, more primarily an SMP feature. Such con-
structs include the previously mentioned par, alt, do, palt
constructs, and property and action declarations. Addi-
tionally, the for keyword is also added as a process be-
haviour.

An example of an existing model can be seen in Listing
3. It highlights the SMP problem in the declaration of
properties and statements of the alt, palt, and par blocks.
Using the designed syntax extension, the model can be
rewritten more concisely, as depicted in Listing 4.

A common structure that the grammar now has is in the
inclusion of the FH (ForHeader) rule. An example of a
usage of this rule is in the form of (i : L..U). With this
FH, everything within the scope of the construct that the
FH is declared with repeats U− L times, with i incremen-
tally increasing from L (inclusive) to U (exclusive) in each
repetition. In Listing 4, this can be seen in Lines 12, 17,
18, and 26.

Furthermore, syntax extensions are added to the par, alt,
do, and palt constructs wherein the usage of these key-
words can be followed immediately by an FH. These forms
are referred to as their extended forms. This is designed
such that if an FH fh follows immediately after the key-
word k of one of the mentioned constructs with the body
(contents between curly braces) b, the construct should
represent exactly as if what was written was the nor-
mal construct k whose contents are only a singular for-
loop whose FH is fh which, in turn, has the body b. In
other words, the extended forms are shortcuts for the con-
structs they extend whose only alternative or behaviour
is a single for block. In Listing 4, Line 26 can be re-
placed with par (i : 0..SIM_DICE) {:: SimulatedDie(0)}.
Likewise, the palt block in Lines 18–19 can be simplified
to palt (j : 0..2) {:1: {= state = i*2+j =}}. A similar
simplification cannot be done to the alt block starting

from Line 17 from the same model, however, as the block
contains other alternatives not to be included in the for

block, namely the alternatives starting from after Line 19.

7 property Term = Pmin(<> (done == 2)) == 1;
8 property P2 = Pmax(<> (done == 2 && value == 0));
9 property P3 = Pmax(<> (done == 2 && value == 1));
... // Similar properties until P12
...

20 process SimulatedDie(int(0..7) state) {
21 alt {
22 ::when(state == 0) palt { :1: {= state = 1 =}
23 :1: {= state = 2 =} }
24 ::when(state == 1) palt { :1: {= state = 3 =}
25 :1: {= state = 4 =} }
26::when(state == 2) palt { :1: {= state = 5 =}
27 :1: {= state = 6 =} }

... // Other alternatives (rest of alt)
32 } ; SimulatedDie(state) }
33

34 par { :: SimulatedDie(0) :: SimulatedDie(0) }

Listing 3: Part of an Existing Model:
knuth-dice-sum.modest

4 const int PROPS = 12;
5 const int PALT_REPS = 3;
6 const int SIM_DICE = 2;

...
11 property Term = Pmin(<> (done == 2)) == 1;
12 for (i : 2..(PROPS+1)){
13 property P(i) = Pmax(<>(done==2 && value==i-2));
14 }
15

16 process SimulatedDie(int(0..7) state) {
17 alt { for (i : 0..PALT_REPS) {
18 ::when(state == i) palt { for (j : 0..2) {
19 :1: {= state = i*2+j =} } }

... // Other alternatives (rest of alt)
24 } ; SimulatedDie(state) }
25

26 par { for (i : 0..SIM_DICE) { :: SimulatedDie(0) }}

Listing 4: Part of an Existing Model Improved by the
Design: knuth-dice-sum.modest

Moreover, it is apparent that the grammar rules for prop-
erty and action declaration and action reference are dis-
tinct from the rules of the other constructs. This is a con-
sequence from how all properties and actions in a model re-
quire unique identifiers. Therefore, for property and action
declarations, their names in a for construct ought to in-
clude the iterating values to avoid identical property iden-
tifiers. This can be done by including an expression, which
utilizes the iterator variable, in between square brackets
suffixing the properties’ or actions’ names. The strategy
applied to this design is that properties with similar con-
ditions often have similar names, such as the sequence
starting with P1, P2, and so on. Such identifications are
achievable through this design. An example of this is seen
in Lines 12–14 in Listing 4.

Additionally, suffixing an expression to an action refer-
ence in a process behaviour is interchangeable to referring
to the action with an identifier equal to the concatena-
tion of the action string with the value of the suffixing
expression. This denotation is most useful when done in
a for construct, but need not be. For example, the be-
haviour for(i:1..4){go[i]!} is equivalent to the behaviour
go1!;go2!;go3!.
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(a) ForAlternatives (b) ForDeclarations

Figure 1: The States the Placeholders Undergo in Different Phases

5. DESIGN VIABILITY
This section examines the viability of the transpired de-
sign. A discussion of the proof-of-concept of the syntax
extension is first done, along with its validation. Fur-
ther exploration of the benefits and limitations of the syn-
tax extension on different models will also be discussed in
the subsequent subsection. Finally, the requirements from
Section 3 will be reflected upon based on the designed
syntax extension.

5.1 Feasibility Study
5.1.1 Implementation

A feasibility study was done by doing direct implemen-
tation into the source code and extending it to include
the designed syntax. However, due to the limitation of
the research’s duration, the prototype only included the
extensions for constructs with alternatives as their body
contents, iterative property and action declarations, and
suffixed action references.

The design was implemented by means of syntactic sugar
[38]. Briefly, syntactic sugaring is the provision of syn-
tax forms that allows programmers to write statements
in simpler forms, which would be transformed into their
most basic forms later in the compilation process. A pop-
ular example of a syntactic sugar is i += 2, which is trans-
formed into i = i + 2 later in the compilation process. In
terms of the examples of Listings 3 and 4, the statements
in lines 18–19 of the latter are internally transformed into
the statements in line 16 of the former before continuing
to the NSHA generation stage of the compiler.

New structures — ForAlternatives and ForDeclarations,
which are referred to as placeholders — were written. The
former in itself is fundamentally a behaviour which could
only exist directly within alt, par, or do constructs, while
the latter is seen as a new type of declaration. Place-
holders contain information on the identifier of the itera-
tor variable, the lower and upper bounds of the FH range,
and the contents of the accompanying block. These blocks
each opens a new scope and also adds the iterator variable
to it. These placeholders will be crucial in the transforma-
tion in a later stage of the compilation. Additionally, the
class that represents an action reference was extended to
be able to store an expression that constitutes the optional
suffix at the end of an action reference identifier.

After the optimization stage, an additional inspection —
dubbed the transformation stage — is done to scan the
PS for placeholders and action references such that they
can be transformed accordingly. Since expressions with-
out variables have been replaced with their results (e.g.
2 + 2 is replaced with 4), usages of constants have been
given their corresponding values, and model parameters
have been bound, their values can be directly utilized in
this step. These values are to be used suitably to trans-
form placeholders and suffixed action references into their
intended forms.

To achieve this, a preorder traversal [34] is done on the PS.
Processes and constructs unpack any placeholders they en-
compass. After replacing the lower and upper bounds with
their corresponding numerical values, Unpack() repeats the
body contents with respect to the bounds while replac-
ing any usages of the iterator within expressions with in-
creasing values in each repetition. Furthermore, as ex-
pressions suffixing action references have been optimized
into numeric values, suffixed action references are trans-
formed into their normal forms, concatenating their iden-
tifiers with their suffixing numeric values, eliminating their
suffixes.

Figure 1 shows the states that each placeholder type un-
dergo in the compilation process from the parsing to the
transformation phase. It highlights and expresses only
states relevant to the placeholder in the different stages.
Action references are processed similar to that of their dec-
larations as shown in Figure 1b, with the only difference
being that rather than being stored in their encompass-
ing ForDeclarations and processes, they are stored within
their encompassing behaviour instead.

5.1.2 Validation
Validation of the prototype was done by comparing the
results of the use of tools on models that use the designed
syntax with the results of using the same tools on their
original file versions (without using the syntax extension).
Needless to say, the generation of the former was done
with the MODEST environment on which the prototype
was added, while the latter was from the version left un-
touched. Out of the models available in QVBS combined
with the ones that are provided by the MODEST Toolset
as sample models, a few models were chosen that exhibit
different characteristics that are relevant to the implemen-
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tation done, namely those who possess the SMP problem
in alternatives constructs (par, alt, and do), property dec-
larations, and action declarations or references.

The comparisons were based on two MODEST Toolset
tools:

• mcsta (check): a fast explicit-state model checker
that employs secondary storage to avoid state space
explosion [28] and implements state-of-the-art MA-
specific algorithms [12].
• modes (simulate) [11]: a statistical model checker

with automated rare event simulation capabilities.
• mosta (export-to-dot): visualises the symbolic se-

mantics of models by exporting it to a DOT graph
[3].

The models used for this validation — chosen from the cri-
teria mentioned — were beb.modest, knuth-dice-sum.modest,
dpm.v2.modest (Partially portrayed in Listings 5 and 6),
and dining-cryptographers-4.modest (similar to Listings 7
and 8). For each, the outputs of each tool listed above
on the original and improved versions of the model were
compared.

mcsta may be the most important tool from the list. It
returns precise numbers in regards to a model’s states,
transitions, branches, and probability ranges and errors of
each of its properties. Comparisons based on it were done
by checking whether the numbers returned by the tool for
models not using SMP are identical to their versions that
do and are exactly the same in relevant areas, demonstrat-
ing that semantics are not tampered in the compilation
process as a consequence of the prototype. Values that
vary in each execution of the tool, such as those that re-
late to the performance of the execution, are among the
values that are irrelevant to match in the comparisons.

This is the similar case for modes, but evidently for differ-
ent values. For comparisons with regards to this tool, the
number of runs done and the final estimated probability
for each property differ in each simulation. Values related
to the error bounds of properties, however, remain static
throughout different simulations.

mosta returns the textual form of the automata generated
by the MODEST Toolset in the DOT language. The tool
allows for the confirmation that the resulting symbolic se-
mantics of the improved versions of models compiled by
the prototype do not differ from their unimproved ver-
sions compiled by the the unmodified MODEST Toolset.
Therefore, given the outputs of the tool for the two dif-
ferent versions of a model, it must be the case that the
two automata are isomorphic [19]. Python packages Net-
workX [25] and PyGraphviz [24] were used in conjunction
to test the isomorphism of the two versions of each model.
The latter is required to read the automata and the former
determines their isomorphism.

The comparisons were satisfactory. Outputs of mcsta were
identical for relevant values, such as in all forms of proba-
bility, and in the number of states, transitions, and branches.
To no surprise, this is the case for modes simulations as
well. The resulting (ε, δ) values [16, 4] of the error bounds
prove to be identical in the simulations of both versions of
each model. Finally, the use of mosta and the two Python
packages proves that the automata generated by the pro-
totype for the improved versions of the chosen models are
isomorphic to that of their original versions that were pro-
cessed by the unmodified MODEST Toolset. This is also
apparent through the visualization of each graph via the
utilization of the graph visualization tool Graphviz [3].

5.2 Improved Models
This subsection discusses the models improved by the de-
signed syntax.

Out of the 24 distinct MODEST models from the com-
bination of MODEST models from QVBS and MODEST
Toolset’s sample models, 14 possess the SMP problem.
These 14 models could be improved by the devised de-
sign, albeit only to some degree for some. From these 14
improvable models, 4 are formulated in this paper that are
relevant enough in terms of their different characteristics
and this subsection discusses these characteristics and how
they are improved by the design.

Listing 1 is a relatively simple model to improve as it only
needs to synchronize the number of Host() process calls
with the constant H. The multiple :: Host() alternatives in
Line 59 can be replaced with for (i : 0..H) {:: Host()}

and the NSHA generated by the compiler for both forms
would be identical.

knuth-dice-sum.modest of Listings 3 and 4 are noticeably
also of the improvable models. Though it is relatively
simpler than some of the other models, it simultaneously
highlights the use of the syntax extension on multiple dis-
tinct constructs. The model can be improved by using the
syntax extension on its property declarations, alternatives,
and weighted alternatives in different parts of the model,
as seen in Listing 4.

dpm.v2.modest is unique in its relevance here as the re-
peated alternatives are dependant on integer variables.
One alternative in each of two separate alt blocks cor-
responds to exactly one bounded integer variable. This is
presented in Listing 5.

2 const int C; // queue size (model parameter)
... ...
5 int(0..C) items1 = 0;
6 int(0..C) items2 = 0;

... ... // Similar "items" variables until "items10"

... ...
42 :: alt {
43 :: when(N>=1 && items1>0) tau {= t=1, items1-- =}
44 :: when(N>=2 && items2>0) tau {= t=2, items2-- =}
... ... // Until items10
53 };
... ...
79 alt {
80 :: when(N >= 1) rate(0.1 * 1 + 0.4) tau;

when(items1 < C) {= items1++ =}
81 :: when(N >= 2) rate(0.1 * 2 + 0.4) tau;

when(items2 < C) {= items2++ =}
... ... // Until items10
90 }; ...

Listing 5: Part of an Existing Model: dpm.v2.modest

Though the syntax extension designed in this paper does
not facilitate the instantiation of variables, MODEST pro-
vides the ability to create arrays of values that achieve the
same effect. An array of bounded integers itemss can be
declared to substitute all items variables in Listing 5. Fur-
thermore, its values can be read and written in the same
way by utilizing the iterator variable for the indices of the
array. This allows the previously mentioned alternatives
to be written using the syntax extension. This is shown
in Listing 6. Additionally, this gives the user the ability
to change the number of elements that are to be present
in itemss by means of simply changing a single constant
or giving a different model parameter.
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2 const int C; // queue size (model parameter)
... ...
5 const int N_ITEMSS = 10;
6 int(0..C)[] itemss = array(i, N_ITEMSS, 0);

... ...
34 :: alt (i : 0..N_ITEMSS) {
35 :: when(N >= i+1 && itemss[i] > 0)

tau {= t = i+1, itemss[i]-- =}
36 };
... ...
62 alt (i : 0..N_ITEMSS) {
63 :: when(N >= i+1) rate(0.1 * (i+1) + 0.4) tau;

when(itemss[i] < C) {= itemss[i]++ =}
64 }; ...

Listing 6: Part of an Existing Model Improved by the
Design: dpm.v2.modest

dining-cryptographers-7.modest, depicted in Listing 7, is
an example of a model that has the SMP issue that is de-
pendant on action declarations and references. It is also
an example of a model that requires multiple files that
each represent a different configuration of the model (from
dining-cryptographers-3.modest to ...-7.modest). Each
file variant declares different numbers of show_heads and
show_tails action pairs along with their references in their
process behaviours represented by their respective par blocks
(Line 63 of Listing 7 for dining-cryptographers-7.modest).

6 action show_heads, show_tails, see_heads, see_tails;
7 action show_heads1, show_tails1;

... ... // similar action declarations
13 action show_heads7, show_tails7;
... ...
63 par { :: Payment()
64 :: relabel {show_heads, show_tails,

see_heads, see_tails}
65 by {show_heads1, show_tails1,

show_heads7, show_tails7}
66 Cryptographer(1)
67 :: relabel {show_heads, show_tails,

see_heads, see_tails}
68 by {show_heads2, show_tails2,

show_heads1, show_tails1}
69 Cryptographer(2)
... ... // Similar alternatives until "Cryptographer(7)"
85 }

Listing 7: Part of an Existing Model:
dining-cryptographers-7.modest

Listing 8 shows dining-cryptographers-7.modest improved
using the designed syntax. The constant N dictates the
number of show_heads and show_tails action pairs declared
in the for block on Line 7. Similarly, the alternatives of
the par block on Line 59 — along with the actions referred
to in each — are dependant on that constant as well. Rele-
vant action references are written with suffixes that reflect
the action reference pattern shown by the action references
made in the by blocks of Lines 65 and 68 of Listing 7.
Due to the modulo pattern of action references, the num-
bers of the declared actions were changed to start from
0. Besides the fact that the model has been greatly sim-
plified, the improvement also eliminates the need to have
multiple files for different configurations. If N is made to
be a model parameter, then different configurations of the
model could be experimented only by giving the model pa-
rameter N different values. dining-cryptographers.modest

would then be the only file required for the model.

5 const int N = 7;
6 action show_heads, show_tails, see_heads, see_tails;
7 for (i : 0..N) {
8 action show_heads[i], show_tails[i];
9 }

... ...
59 par { :: Payment()
60 for (i : 0..N) {
61 :: relabel {show_heads, show_tails,

see_heads, see_tails}
62 by {show_heads[i], show_tails[i],

show_heads[(i+N-1)%N], show_tails[(i+N-1)%N]}
62 Cryptographer(i+1)
63 }
64 }

Listing 8: Part of an Existing Model Improved by the
Design: dining-cryptographers-7.modest

Though the devised design could improve all 14 of the
previously mentioned improvable models, it is not with-
out difficulty for some. Occasionally, utilizing the syntax
extension requires more than only replacing repetitive dec-
larations or statements with the syntax extension based on
their patterns. This is as the case with dpm.v2.modest of
Listings 5 and 6, where an array of bounded integers are
required to replace bounded integer declarations. Another
example would be of the model ftwc.v3.modest, which uses
a great number of different actions that describe their pur-
poses clearly through their identifiers. Replacing their dec-
larations and references via their suffixed versions, how-
ever, would require most of them to have common identi-
fiers with only distinct numbers at the end. Though this
shrinks many parts of the file, the intuition that came with
the original identifiers is sacrificed.

5.3 Reflection on Requirements
This section reflects the syntax extension design denoted
in Section 4.2 with regards to its requirements specified in
Section 3.

5.3.1 Flexibility
The for keyword is used for not only for the repetition
of alternatives, but also for probabilistic alternatives, the
declaration of properties, and the declaration and refer-
ences of actions. Its flexibility lies in that though it signi-
fies different denotations with the use of the different con-
structs, for is one keyword used to solve the SMP problem
in them all, providing a common construct for the problem
domain even in different areas.

5.3.2 Convenience
The keyword for is chosen for its common use across many
different languages. In other words, it is chosen for its fa-
miliarity. For example, reading a MODEST model which
uses the for keyword, through familiarity, it could be ex-
pected that the body of the for construct be repeated
corresponding to the FH associated to it, which is the
case for many popular languages. This would especially
be convenient for new users.

Furthermore, the extended forms of the constructs par,
alt, do, and palt are included in the syntax extension to
further make it more convenient to write and read mod-
els that utilize the syntax extension. Though one of the
primary objectives of this syntax extension is to avoid the
nuisance of the writing and reading SMPs, it might not
serve this purpose if users would need to open a scope (e.g.
alt {...}) to only have another scope for (...) {...} writ-
ten within. This is especially the case with programmers’
tendencies to use different indentations for different scopes
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and to have one line dedicated to close scopes, making
models and programs more bothersome to read and write.
In this regard, the extended forms offer a more conve-
nient alternative in writing such constructs that reduces
the amount of scopes that needs to be written and the
lines that will be used for them.

Lastly, the syntax extension eliminates the nuisance of
having multiple files or requiring to frequently edit files
for different experiment configurations. The convenience
presented by the syntax is to the point that only at most
a few values need to be changed in the model file or in the
command line to experiment the model with a different
configurations.

5.3.3 Conformity
The extension is designed to have a similar style as other
existing constructs in the language. The keyword and use
of braces follow the similar styles to the already existing
constructs in the language (e.g. alt {...}).

However, the use of FH is a new addition to the lan-
guage which currently only serve the purpose of this syn-
tax extension, specifically the for construct along with
the extended forms of par, alt, do, and palt. Neverthe-
less, its range specification uses a familiar syntax to that
of bounded values (e.g. int(0..1)).

6. CONCLUSIONS
The absence of SMP proves to be a major inconvenience
in the area of modeling languages. This is especially the
case for models that need to be examined repeatedly with
different configurations. A feature that allows for SMP
does not only greatly reduce the tediousness of writing
models, but would also allow the user to do more rapid
experiments via the utilization of the model parameters
feature.

A fitting syntax for SMP that answers the first question of
this research is one that possesses appropriate properties
in addition to facilitating the SMP feature. The keyword
for is flexible in that it is used to facilitate SMP in differ-
ent varieties of constructs. The familiarity of the this key-
word as well as the addition of extended forms for certain
constructs contribute to the design’s convenience. This
convenience is further enhanced by the fact that multi-
ple files are no longer required for different configurations
of a model. The conformity of the language is also up-
held through the use and choice of scope delimiters, body
contents, and the expression of ranges within the novel
constructs.

The second question this research investigates is the prac-
ticality of the designed syntax. The implementation of a
prototype to substantiate the feasibility of the design in-
dicates that SMP is integrable into MODEST with the
accompanying syntax. The success of the prototype with
syntactic sugaring suggests that such a method is a viable
approach. The novel construct should essentially repeat
its contents corresponding to the given range and substi-
tutes the placeholder with the resulting repetitions.

The compilation and examination of the compiled models
indicate that the models improvable by the syntax exten-
sion that would answer the third research question are
those whose behaviours, alternatives, weighted alterna-
tives, properties, or actions are repeated and each depend
on a systematic choice of variables can be improved by us-
ing arrays of said variables, which can then be utilized by
the iterator variable acting as their indices. Additionally,
repeated statements whose differences are only a pattern

of values denoted in their expressions can be revamped by
using the new constructs and substitute the values with a
formula that utilizes the iterator variable. Finally, mod-
els with identical action or property identifiers could be
conveniently improved by iteratively declaring them.

Future work could further the development brought from
the research detailed in this paper by investigating how
actions could be placed within arrays for a more robust
declaration or usage of actions as opposed to the concate-
nation of identifiers with numeric values. This would be
all the better if the action identifiers need not be identical
even if they are stored in the same array. Alternatively,
exploration could be done to incorporate the syntax ex-
tension further than a syntactic sugar. The SMP feature
could be more resilient if it could be integrated into the
semantics of the model. This is such that aspects of the
the designed syntax would not be bound to only constant
values, but could utilize variables as well
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